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Unravelling Nonlinear Spectral Evolution Using Nanoscale Photonic
Near-Field Point-to-Point Measurements
Matthias Wulf,* Daryl M. Beggs, Nir Rotenberg, and L. Kuipers

Center for Nanophotonics, FOM Institute AMOLF, Science Park 104, 1098 XG, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

*S Supporting Information

ABSTRACT: We demonstrate nanoscale photonic point-to-
point measurements characterizing a single component inside an
all-optical signal-processing chip. We perform spectrally resolved
near-field scanning optical microscopy on ultrashort pulses
propagating inside a slow light photonic crystal waveguide,
which is part of a composite sample. A power study reveals a
reshaping of the pulse’s spectral density, which we model using
the nonlinear Schrödinger equation. With the model, we are able
to identify the various physical processes governing the nonlinear
pulse propagation. Finally, we contrast the near-field measurements with transmission measurements of the complete composite
sample to elucidate the importance of gaining local information about the evolution of the spectral density.
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The ever increasing demands for speed in telecommunica-
tion has led researchers to develop a broad variety of all-

optical signal-processing elements such as switches,1 demulti-
plexers,2 buffer lines,3,4 dispersion compensators,5 or signal
regenerators.6,7 Many of these devices were demonstrated with
photonic crystal (PhC) waveguides,8 which have emerged as a
promising platform for integrated photonic circuits9 due to
their high mode confinement8 and the freedom to design the
dispersion of the guided mode.10,11 Furthermore, these
structures can support a guided mode featuring a high group
index that has been shown to enhance light-matter
interaction12−15 enabling more compact device designs.
Nonlinear optical effects, which allow for the control of light

with light,16 are crucial for all-optical signal-processing.
Conventionally, the nonlinear optical properties of a device
(e.g., a waveguide) are experimentally determined by analyzing
the properties of a transmitted laser pulse for different input
powers.17−20 In contrast to the linear optics regime, where only
the characteristics of the different devices inside the circuit
matter, in the nonlinear regime the order in which the different
components are arranged is also crucial. Thus, it is a challenging
task to extract the characteristics of individual components of
an integrated photonic circuit from a single transmission
measurement. What is missing is a photonic analogue to
electronic point-to-point measurements,21 which would char-
acterize the performance of each component within a
nanophotonic chip, instead of measuring all effects accumulated
in the sample at the same time.
Near-field microscopy, which allows for local optical

measurements with a resolution beyond the diffraction limit22

has the potential to address this need. The characterization of
integrated photonic devices by near-field scanning optical
microscopy (NSOM) involved mapping the nanoscopic electric

field profile of modes in waveguiding structures.23,24

Furthermore, NSOM measurements have visualized low
intensity pulses propagating inside photonic structures, both
in the time domain25,26 and spectrally27 in the linear optical
regime. Alternatively, near-field microscopy was used to gain
local temporal or spectral information of processes such as
photoluminescence from J-aggregates,28 quantum wires,29 or
quantum wells.30 However, local spectral point-to-point
measurements on a single component on a photonic chip
that, for example, characterize a high intensity ultrashort pulse
propagating in the nonlinear regime, are missing so far.
In this Letter, we demonstrate how a NSOM technique can

be used to track the spectral evolution of such a pulse inside a
single component of a more complex photonic chip. We
measure the changes of the spectral density as the ultrashort
pulse propagates through a slow light PhC waveguide by
monitoring the shape, peak amplitude, mean wavelength, and
width of the laser spectrum. Numerical calculations reveal that
the spectral reshaping is caused by the interplay between
dispersion, nonlinear, and free-carrier effects. Finally, we show
that the information gained by NSOM allows us to model the
pulse propagation inside the PhC waveguide without the need
to model the propagation in the rest of the sample, in contrast
to the case when only regular transmission spectra are available.
As a model system for our experiment, we use a five

component sample (Figure 1a). There are two polymer access
waveguides, one for each facet, and the silicon PhC that is
connected to the access waveguides with two silicon spot-size
converters. The polymer waveguides consist of SU-8 photo-
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resist and are a few millimeters long. They have a large cross-
section (a width and a height of roughly 5 and 2 μm,
respectively) to enhance the efficiency of the light incoupling.31

Each spot-size converter is a 50 μm long inverse taper, whose
purpose is to funnel the light from the polymer access

waveguides to the PhC waveguide. The photonic crystal
waveguide has a length of 80 μm and is therefore at least 10
times shorter than each of the access polymer waveguides.
Details about the design and the fabrication of the PhC
waveguide can be found in the Supporting Information.
We measure the group index ng characteristics by means of

Fourier transform spectral interferometry.32 The result,
presented in Figure 1b, indicates that there is a plateau of ng
∼ 60 between 1577 and 1587 nm. The group index diverges for
longer wavelength as the cutoff is approached. For wavelengths
shorter than 1577 nm, the group index tends to a value of 5.
We also calculate the dispersion relation of the slow light PhC
waveguide using MIT Photonics Band (MPB) package.33 The
extracted group index is in good agreement with the MPB
calculation (dashed and solid blue curve in Figure 1b,
respectively), indicating the high quality of fabrication and
characterization of the sample.
Finally, we also characterize the linear response of our sample

by measuring transmission at low intensities (inset in Figure
1b). Up to a wavelength of 1587 nm the transmission is
basically flat at −5 dB. For longer wavelength, the transmission
drops rapidly, by up to −30 dB at 1600 nm, due to the
slowdown of the guided mode, which increases the back-
scattering and the out-of-plane scattering,34 and the approach-
ing cutoff. The contribution of the linear material absorption to
this loss is negligible since single photons at telecom
wavelengths do not possess enough energy to bridge the
electronic band gap.
As shown in Figure 1c, we end-fire couple femtosecond

pulses centered at 1583 nm, which are generated by an optical
parametric oscillator (Spectra Physics OPAL) into our sample
using a 40x aspheric lens (NA = 0.55). At the end facet of the
sample, a lensed fiber collects the transmitted light, which is
then spectrally analyzed. The laser delivers bandwidth-limited
pulses of a temporal length of 180 fs and a concomitant
intensity bandwidth of 20 nm (fwhm). To investigate nonlinear
optical effects the laser power coupled into the sample can be
varied by a neutral density filter. The values of the input power
mentioned in this Letter are all determined before the
incoupling lens. A maximum limit for the input power of 26
mW is chosen for all experiments to avoid damage to our
sample, which was found to occur at ∼30mW.
Near-field measurements are performed by means of a home-

built NSOM. By placing the near-field probe at different
locations on the sample and spectrally analyzing the detected

Figure 1. Sample and setup. (a) Optical microscope picture of the
central part of the photonic sample. The PhC waveguide is visible in
the middle. At the sides, the silicon spot-size converters and part of the
polymer access waveguides can be seen. The inset shows a scanning
electron micrograph of the silicon PhC. (b) The measured (dashed)
and calculated (solid) group index distribution as a function of
wavelength (blue, left axes) and the spectral density of the laser
coupled into the sample (red, right axis). The inset shows the
measured linear transmission of the PhC waveguide normalized to the
transmission of a SU8 polymer waveguide. (c) Schematic of our
experimental setup.

Figure 2. Spectral transmission measurements of the whole sample. (a) Transmission spectra for different average input powers and the spectrum of
the laser before the sample, for comparison. (b) The dependence of the peak amplitude and the mean wavelength of the transmission spectra on the
input power. The gray dashed line marks the boundary between the regions where the peak amplitude increases, and where it decreases with input
power.
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light, the evolution of the spectral density can be tracked. At
each point the spectrum is collected while scanning the near-
field probe transversally over the waveguide in order to average
out the complex lateral field distribution of the PhC Bloch
modes.35 Note that the resolution is limited by the aperture
size, which is in our case ∼250 nm. In principle, the resolution
could be pushed further into the nanoscale by decreasing the
aperture size at the cost of less collected light.
First, transmission measurements are performed to character-

ize the nonlinear response of the complete sample. Figure 2a
shows spectra measured for six different average input powers
ranging from 1.1 to 25.8 mW. The dependence of the shape of
the transmitted spectrum on the input power is a clear
signature of the presence of nonlinear effects.18 The most
obvious feature is that the peak amplitude does not scale
linearly with the input power as shown in Figure 2b. The
maximum value of the spectrum increases until 10.5 mW. For
higher input powers the peak amplitude declines.
The second feature that can be observed is a blueshift of the

spectral density P(λ), which we quantify by calculating the
mean wavelength λ ̅ of each spectrum

∫
∫

λ
λ λ λ

λ λ
̅ =

P( )d

P( )d (1)

Figure 2b depicts the dependence of λ ̅ on input power. It is
clear that the mean wavelength blueshifts at higher powers. In
the linear optical regime, we expect to observe a transmission
spectrum resembling that of the input laser but cut off around
1587 nm. This spectral reshaping, which is indeed observed for
low input power, is due to the increased linear scattering loss at

longer wavelengths and the approaching cutoff. However, for
increasing input power the spectrum changes in shape. In
addition to the observed blueshift at higher input powers, the
spectral density broadens (a quantified measure of this
broadening can be found in the Supporting Information). We
note that the broadening and blueshift cannot be due to the
linear scattering loss in the PhC waveguide, as these changes
occur mostly at wavelengths below 1585 nm, where this linear
loss is constant (inset in Figure 1b). In summary, the power
dependence of the transmission spectra is clearly indicative of
nonlinear pulse propagation.
The transmission spectra represent the response of the

complete composite sample. The question that now arises is
which of the observed spectral changes occur in the PhC
waveguide and which are due to the other four components of
our sample. In order to answer this question, we perform in situ
NSOM measurements of the pulse propagating inside the
photonic crystal waveguide. Each of the measurements,
presented in Figure 3a−c, consists of 19 spectra collected at
positions evenly distributed over a distance of 50 μm along the
PhC for the different input powers. These measurements show
that we can determine the spectra of the propagating pulse as a
function of position and thereby gain access to its spectral
evolution at the nanoscale.
For all input powers, we observe various abrupt amplitude

changes between the spectra taken at successive propagation
distances. This modulation in the amplitude is an artifact
caused by the Bloch nature of the photonic modes in the
waveguide. That is, the locally measured electric field amplitude
is strongly dependent on the exact position of the probe within
a single unit cell24 and the positional accuracy is mainly limited

Figure 3. Spectrally resolved near-field measurements along the PhC waveguide. Three near-field measurement series showing the evolution of the
spectral density of the pulse for average input powers of (a) 1.1, (b) 15.2, and (c) 25.4 mW. A series of spectra taken at the beginning (d) and after
40 μm propagation (e) in the slow light PhC waveguide for different average input powers. (f) A series of spectra taken in 10 μm steps at an average
input power of 25.4 mW. Additionally, the laser spectrum is included in (d−f). Peak amplitude (g), mean wavelength (h), and spectral width (i) of
the spectra series shown in (d,e).
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by the thermal drift and the size of the investigated area of
several tens of μm2. However, the shape of the spectral density
does not depend on the probe position within a unit cell. While
it is tempting to normalize the data, in doing so we would lose
any information about a possible amplitude drop due to
absorption and so we analyze the unnormalized spectra.
Beside these abrupt amplitude variations there is no

significant drop in amplitude of the spectral density with
propagation visible for an input power of 1.1 mW (cf. Figure
3a). That is, there is no significant absorption occurring inside
the PhC waveguide at this low input power. From this and the
fact that the shape of the spectrum of the pulse is the same
throughout the waveguide, we conclude that nonlinear effects
are negligible here. At 15.2 mW the evolution of the spectral
density starts to show evidence of nonlinear effects (cf. Figure
3b), since the peak amplitude decays by 50% in the first 50 μm.
For the highest investigated input power, close to the damage
threshold, shown in Figure 3c, the amplitude decay of the
spectral density occurs even faster. The peak amplitude of the
spectral density decreases by 50% in the first 30 μm. Thus, this
series of spectra demonstrate that the pulse experiences power-
dependent losses during propagation inside the PhC wave-
guide.
Interestingly, we observe a power dependence of the spectral

density at the beginning of the PhC waveguide. For example, a
blueshift due to increased input power becomes obvious by
comparing these spectra to the input laser spectrum (Figure
3d). To quantify the spectral changes that occurred before the
PhC, we investigate a series of spectra taken at the start of the
PhC for different input powers, shown in Figure 3d. There are
four different features that can be analyzed: shape, peak
amplitude, mean wavelength, and spectral width. First, the
shape of spectra at the input of the PhC remains the same for
all input powers, that is, a Gaussian with a cutoff at longer
wavelengths. Second, the peak amplitude of the spectra does
not scale linearly with input power (cf. blue dots in Figure 3g).
Third, there is a power-dependent blueshift of the spectral
density. This wavelength shift can be quantified using eq 1. As
shown in Figure 3h, a change of the input power from 1.1 to
25.4 mW results in a blueshift of 8 nm. Fourth, the spectra
broaden slightly with input power, that is, the spectral width
(defined in the Supporting Information) increases by ∼1.5 nm
between the spectra measured at 1.1 and 25.4 mW (cf. blue
dots in Figure 3i). These observations suggest that the intensity
of the pulse is sufficiently high for nonlinear effects to play a
role in the access waveguide or the silicon inverse taper.
To quantify the effect of the PhC waveguide on the changes

in the laser spectrum, we measure a series of spectra after 40
μm propagation inside the slow light photonic crystal
waveguide (Figure 3e) for the same range of input powers. A
comparison of Figure 3d,e makes it obvious that the shape of
the spectral density changes significantly with input power.
Note that after 40 μm inside the PhC, the spectra measured by
NSOM begin to resemble those measured in transmission
(Figure 2a). Hence, this observation together with the fact that
the shape of the spectra at the beginning of the PhC is not
power-dependent, shows that the reshaping of the spectral
density happens inside the PhC waveguide.
The peak amplitude of the spectra at 40 μm also scales in a

nonlinear fashion with input power but in a more drastic
fashion than at the beginning of the PhC waveguide as shown
in Figure 3g. At 10 mW, the peak amplitude reaches its
maximum value after which it shows a small drop until finally

recovering for 25.4 mW. This scaling of the peak amplitude
shows qualitative agreement with the trend observed in the
transmission spectra (Figure 2 b) other than at the highest
input power.
In addition, a power-dependent blueshift can be again

observed near the end of the PhC (cf. blue squares in Figure
3h). At an input power of 1.1 mW the spectrum has a mean
wavelength of 1580 nm that decreases to a value of 1570 nm
when the input power is increased to 25.4 mW. Interestingly,
this wavelength shift of 10 nm is only slightly larger than the
shift observed at the beginning of the PhC waveguide.
Moreover, since the transmission spectra exhibit a blueshift
roughly twice as large, this suggests that most of the shift in
wavelength of the spectral density occurs in the other
components of the sample.
A similar observation can be made for the spectral

broadening presented in Figure 3i. By comparing the spectral
width of the two measurement series we conclude that only a
small fraction of the spectral broadening occurs inside the PhC
waveguide. The transmission spectra show a broadening of 5
nm (cf. Supporting Information) which is three times larger
than the broadening observed in the PhC. Thus, together with
the blueshift the broadening of the spectral density occurs
mainly in the other components of the sample, and not in the
PhC waveguide. This may seem unexpected, particularly given
the slow-light enhancement and the spatial confinement of the
light in the PhC, yet it can be explained with two reasons. First,
the pulse is temporally broadened due to dispersion before it
enters the photonic crystal waveguide giving rise to a decreased
peak amplitude. Second, the blueshift of the spectral density
already before the photonic crystal waveguide causes the pulse
to experience smaller group indices than would be a priori
assumed. In conclusion, the slow light photonic crystal
waveguide has a major effect on the reshaping and the scaling
of the peak amplitude, but the blueshift and the broadening of
the spectral density occurs mainly in the other components of
the sample.
There remains the question about the cause of the spectral

reshaping. To answer it we investigate the evolution of the
spectral density inside the PhC waveguide at an input power of
25.4 mW by comparing spectra at different locations. This is
shown in Figure 3f for six spectra, taken in 10 μm steps. This
measurement suggests that there is no energy redistribution
inside the spectrum, for example, energy transfer from the long
wavelengths to the shorter ones, since the spectral density taken
at the beginning of the PhC waveguide possesses the highest
amplitude at each wavelength. Instead it seems more that the
spectral reshaping originates from different decay behavior of
different spectral components, that is, an increased amplitude
drop at the long wavelength side.
In essence, the near-field measurements allow us to separate

the spectral reshaping happening inside different devices of an
integrated photonic circuit on the nanoscale that is not possible
by means of transmission measurements. Additionally, the
NSOM measurements show that although the polymer
waveguides are at least one magnitude longer than the PhC
waveguide, most of the spectral reshaping occurs inside the
PhC. This observation confirms the potential of slow light for
enhancing nonlinear optics.
To gain more insight into the physical processes playing a

role in the reshaping of the spectral density we model pulse
propagation by means of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation
(NLSE),36 which includes dispersion, various nonlinear optical
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effects and free-carrier dynamics. Because the spectrum of our
pulse covers a broad range of different group indices we take
the full dispersion relation γ(ω) of the PhC waveguide into
account. Therefore, we split the NLSE into two equations, one
that deals with the nonlinear optical effects and the free-carrier
dynamics, and one that considers the dispersion. Concurrently,
we solve an auxiliary rate equation describing the temporal
evolution of the free-carrier density.37

The first equation, which describes nonlinear and free-
carriers effects during propagation, is most conveniently
formulated in the time domain

α β π
λ

σ π
λ

∂
∂

= − + − + | |

− +⎜ ⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

A
z

A
A

i
A

n A A

i k N A

2 2
2

2
2

eff eff
2

2

c c (2)

The meaning and the value of the parameters in eq 2 and
subsequent equations, which are either material- or geometry-
dependent and therefore taken from literature, can be found in
Table 1.

Equation 2 describes how the slowly varying temporal
envelope A(z,t) of the pulse, defined by A(z,t) = (I(z,t)·Aeff)

1/2,
where I(z,t) is pulse intensity, is influenced by third-order
nonlinear effects, that is, two-photon absorption (TPA) and
self-phase modulation (SPM) due to the Kerr effect, and by
free-carriers dynamics, that is, free-carrier absorption (FCA)
and free-carrier dispersion (FCD).
The temporal evolution of the free-carrier density Nc(t) is

governed by the following rate equation38

πβ
ω τ

= | | −
N
t h A

A
Nd

d
c

0 eff
2

4 c

rec (3)

where h is the Planck constant and ω0 the central angular
frequency of the pulse. In this equation, we see that free-carriers
are only created by two-photon absorption (first term) and that
they recombine with a lifetime τrec (second term). The free-
carrier lifetime has a value of a few hundred picoseconds in
silicon structures featuring a large surface area.1 Since the laser
pulse needs less than 16 ps to propagate through the PhC
waveguide, the amount of carrier recombination during pulse
propagation is negligible. Moreover, free-carrier accumulation

between pulses is disregarded since the time between
subsequent laser pulses is 12.5 ns and therefore much longer
than the carrier lifetime.
In contrast to the nonlinear effects and the free-carrier

dynamics that are dealt with in the time domain, it is more
beneficial to treat dispersion in the frequency domain. Here the
temporal broadening of the pulse envelope can be described as
a simple differential equation for the spectral density Â(z,ω),
which is the temporal Fourier transform of A(z,t):

γ ω ω∂ ̂
∂

= − ̂A
z

i A( )0 (4)

Details of how the system of equations is solved and fitted to
our experimental data can be found in the Supporting
Information.
In addition, it is important to take the slow group velocity of

the light inside the PhC waveguide into account, because it has
been shown that slow light propagation enhances nonlinear
effects as well as interactions of the pulse with free carriers.38

Two-photon absorption and the Kerr effect, which leads to self-
phase modulation, scale quadratically with the so-called
slowdown factor S which is defined by S = ng/nsi.

42 This
quadratic enhancement arises because43 (I) a slower pulse has
more time to interact with matter, and (II) the pulse is spatially
compressed upon entering into the slow light waveguide,
leading to an increase in its intensity. In contrast, effects which
are not influenced by the pulse intensity, that is, linear loss,
free-carrier absorption, and free-carrier dispersion scale only
linearly with S. Thus, the material parameters describing these
effects are replaced by effective parameters to emulate the slow
light enhancement. These effective parameters consist of the
values listed in Table 1, properly scaled with the slowdown
factor. Further, we note that the effective mode area Aeff is
related to the group index in a nontrivial fashion. However, for
most of the spectral regime in our experiment the variation of
Aeff is minor. Thus, the effective mode area is taken to be
constant in our simulations.
It is crucial to account for the frequency dependence of the

slowdown factor S, which is mimicked by solving our model
several times, once per investigated wavelength, and taking the
group index valid at that wavelength into account for the slow
light enhancement. Thus, for the sake of simplicity our
approach inherently assumes that S is constant and we only
investigate how one specific spectral component evolves with
propagation. If we wanted to investigate the evolution of the
complete spectrum of the pulse, we would have to slice the
spectral density and calculate the evolution of these slices by
solving the model repeatedly. To minimize the computation
effort and still show that this approach delivers accurate results,
we investigate only three different wavelengths, namely 1565,
1575, and 1580 nm, which feature different group indices with
values of 7, 18 and 53, respectively.
Figure 4 presents a comparison between typical modeling

results and data taken from the near-field measurements
(Figure 3c). The figure shows how the three spectral
components decay with propagation inside the PhC waveguide.
Clearly, the longest wavelength experiences the fastest
amplitude decay. In contrast, the amplitude of the shortest
wavelength stays constant. Thus, we find an excellent
quantitative agreement between the modeling and the
experimental results for all spectral components considered,
using material parameters found in literature. Only the decay
for the wavelength of 1575 nm seems to be slightly

Table 1. Simulation Parameters

parameter name value
slowdown
scaling reference

Aeff effective mode
area

0.66 μm2 a

α linear loss
coefficient

20 dB/cm S 38,b

β TPA coefficient 1 cm/GW S2 39
n2 Kerr coefficient 6 × 10−14 cm2/W S2 39
σ FCA cross-

section
1.45 × 10−21 m2 S 40

kc FCD coefficient 1.35 × 10−27 m3 S 41
τrec free-carrier

recombination
time

450 ps 1

aThe effective mode area was extracted from MPB simulations. bThe
linear loss coefficient α accounts only for scattering loss and its
dependence on the slowdown is explained in more detail in the
Supporting Information.
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underestimated, suggesting that some of the optical properties
(e.g., TPA or linear loss coefficient) of our sample differ from
those reported in the literature. This observation illustrates the
potential of our method to investigate the local effective optical
properties inside an integrated photonic circuit. Over the small
wavelength range that our pulses span the material parameters
of the PhC are practically constant while the group index varies
greatly (cf. Figure 1b). Hence, different wavelengths of light
within the PhC experience vastly different slowdown factors,
and it is this dispersion of the slow light enhancement that
causes the observed spectral density reshaping.
The oscillations visible in the experimental data originate

from the positioning uncertainty of the probe inside the
photonic crystal waveguide unit cell mentioned before.
Consequently, the error bars represent the standard variation
of the intensity distribution of the guided mode inside a unit
cell of the PhC, except for the longest wavelength where a 5%
noise level is assumed. In the slow light regime, the light will be
more sensitive to many different effects, which therefore
justifies a larger error bar than the spatial mode profile would
suggest. Details about the calculation of the error bars can be
found in the Supporting Information.
We now turn to discuss the influence of the different physical

effects that occur during the pulse propagation, which can be
separated in two categories: (I) those that lead to losses and
(II) those that change the shape of the spectrum. There are
three processes that may lead to an amplitude decay with
propagation: scattering, TPA, and FCA. The linear losses due
to scattering are too small to have a significant impact over a 50
μm distance which we also observe in our measurements, since
there is no absorption visible at the lowest input power (cf.
Figure 3a). Thus, the measured amplitude decay is mainly
caused by TPA and FCA.
SPM and FCD are usually considered to be the source for

spectral reshaping such as a blueshift.40 However, in our
experiment both processes do not have a significant influence
on the spectral shape, as shown in Figure 3f. Instead, the
reshaping is caused by dispersion of the PhC waveguide, which
in general has a 3-fold influence. First, a large dispersion
stretches the pulse temporally and therefore limiting its peak
intensity. Second, a wavelength dependence of the effective
material parameters as discussed above is created. Third, it also

causes a wavelength dependence of the free-carrier effects
leading to an enhanced decay of the slower propagating spectral
components, that is, longer wavelengths. This is explained by
the build-up of the free-carrier density in time between the
rising and trailing edge of a single pulse so that the trailing edge,
containing longer wavelengths, will experience enhanced FCA
and FCD.44 In essence, the spectral reshaping stems from the
wavelength-dependent slowdown factor S and an interplay of
dispersion and the temporal dynamics of the free carriers.
Next, we demonstrate that a similar approach, which uses the

transmission spectra from the entire composite sample (cf.
Figure 2), does not accurately predict the spectral evolution in
the PhC waveguide. We again solve eqs 2−4 using the same
parameter values and assume that there are no nonlinear effects
inside the polymer access waveguide and spot-size converter.
Only the temporal broadening that occurs before the PhC
waveguide is taken into account.
We try to model the evolution with input power of the same

three wavelengths as above and compare it with experimental
data taken from the transmission measurements, as shown in
Figure 5. There is a clear discrepancy between the model and

the experiment. First, the model no longer reproduces the
scaling of the amplitudes with input power. The measured
amplitudes of all spectral components show a decrease with
input power for very high input powers, whereas the modeling
results feature a steady increase. Second, the blueshift visible in
the measurement is not reproduced by the model. In the
measured data, at the lowest input powers the longest
wavelength exhibits the highest amplitude, whereas for high
input powers the shortest wavelength has the highest
amplitude, while the model does not exhibit this behavior.
Hence, the model can reproduce neither the peak amplitude
scaling nor the power-dependent spectral reshaping visible in
the transmission measurements.
Overall, it seems that the discrepancy between our

transmission measurements and the model can be explained
by a power-dependent absorption process, which is missing or
underestimated in the modeling approach at higher input
powers. We understand this discrepancy in terms of the
blueshift that occurs before the PhC waveguide. The blueshift
transfers energy to a spectral region with higher dispersion, so

Figure 4. Decay behavior of different spectral components during
propagation inside the PhC waveguide. The experimentally (points)
and theoretically (solid curves) determined spectral amplitude as a
function of propagation distance at three different wavelengths. The
experimental data is taken from Figure 3c where the average input
power is 25.4 mW. For each wavelength an error bar is depicted on the
right side of the figure.

Figure 5. Scaling behavior of different wavelengths with power in the
transmission spectra. The experimentally (points) and theoretically
(solid curves) determined spectral amplitude as a function of average
input power for three different wavelengths. The experimental data is
taken from Figure 2a. The gray dotted line marks the input power
from which on the evolution of the spectral density differs significantly.
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that the spectral density covers a larger range of group indices.
This leads to a dramatic enhancement of the reshaping, as
explained above, for increasing input power.
This interpretation is also supported by our experimental

observations. For input powers higher than 15.2 mW, we
observed a change in the spectral reshaping in the transmission
spectra (Figure 2a) as well as in the near-field measurements
(Figure 3e). The measured spectral density is no longer
centered on the flat dispersion band at 1580 nm, but shifted
toward 1570 nm, where the group index changes significantly
with wavelength. Thus, the strong reshaping goes hand in hand
with and is actually influenced by the blueshift in front of the
PhC waveguide. In essence, the failure of the model to
reproduce the evolution of the transmission spectra of the
composite structure shows that obtaining the nonlinear optical
behavior of the PhC waveguide that is part of a composite
structure is far from trivial, since the other components may
have a significant influence.
In conclusion, we presented a near-field scanning optical

microscopy technique that can be used to test and evaluate
nonlinear pulse propagation inside single components of
integrated photonic circuits on the nanoscale in analogy to
the wafer testing applied in the electronic industry. This
approach allowed us to gain information about the evolution of
the spectral density inside the composite sample and to unravel
the different physical effects occurring during the propagation
of ultrashort pulses. Specifically, the observed spectral reshaping
is mainly caused by nonlinear optical effects inside a slow light
photonic crystal waveguide and can be understood by an
interplay between dispersion, free-carrier effects, and a
wavelength-dependent slow light enhancement of various
nonlinear effects. Reaching the same insight with only
conventional transmission measurements, which reflect the
behavior of the complete sample, is far from trivial, since the
characteristics of the different components influence each other
in a complex manner in the nonlinear optical regime.
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